
Thank you for your purchase of the 333 Fabrications Cam Eliminator Kit!  

Tag us on Instagram @333fabricationsllc 

2005-2015 Tacoma, 2003-2009 4Runner, 2007-2009 FJ Cruiser 

 

Recommended to be installed by a professional or competent mechanic with an understanding 

of alignments. Please wear appropriate safety gear during install. 

 

Note: Plates are raw steel and are recommended to be coated before install to prevent 

corrosion. 

 

Installation Instructions: 

1. Chalk tires, jack vehicle, and secure with stands. 

2. If the vehicle has been recently aligned, make note of the cam lobe position as it sits. This will be 

your starting point when you install the plates. 

3. Remove factory skid plates (if applicable). 

4. The easiest procedure is to remove one pivot at a time. Remove all existing factory hardware 

from one pivot (Cams, bolts and sleeves). 

5. Begin installing the cam plates and hardware in the closest position to wear the factory lobes 

were before (Note: Larger plates and hardware are for front pivots; smaller plates are for the 

rear). If unsure, start at the neutral middle position to start (This is where the bolt is centered 

and the mass of the plate is biased upwards). Make sure the two plates per individual bolt are 

oriented in the same position (matched together), otherwise the bolt will be held at an angle in 

the LCA mount. 

a. Tech tip: It is recommended to apply anti-seize to the shank of the bolt and thread 

locking compound to the threads when installing hardware. 

6. Snug hardware on all 4 pivots, but do not tighten all the way (If vehicle is using poly bushing on 

LCA, this step can be skipped. Proceed with torqueing). 

7. Place vehicle on the ground and stabilize the suspension. 

8. Torque all hardware to 110ft/lbs (Large bolt is 1-1/8” socket; Small bolt is 13/16”). 

9. Check vehicles alignment. 

10. Make adjustments if necessary. The plates have 3 forms of adjustment (+,0,-). Take the 

necessary steps to orient the plates to the best suited position. 

 

*DISCLAIMER: 333 Fabrications Cam Eliminator Kits are for off-road use only. Tire wear may be 

affected under long term use if not used in conjunction with adjustable UCA’s. 


